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Holiday Greetings from our home to yours…

We just wanted to stop by and wish you good cheer for the holidays. The above photo was taken
about 30 minutes ago at a little shop nearby – we thought it might bring you a chuckle or two.
You can stop laughing any time now……………….

Holiday Specials
Our guides “blew in” for a visit and encouraged us to offer our work at a substantial discount for
the next couple of weeks (until about Dec. 20). Our work does make a terrific gift. Trying to
figure out what substantial was has been quite a mystery, but we finally decided (with help from
our trusty pendulums) on:
Any level will be offered as a two for one which also includes any “Other Services” listed
on our website. (www.drsmick.com for explanations on each level and “Other Services”.)

You might be pleasantly surprised to see all the “other” things we offer besides Crystal
Removal. The only thing not included in the two for one are intuitive readings….
Orbs – complete family orbs, including home, business, and all family members… 2
complete family orbs set up for the price of one. Again, see website under “Other
Services”. If you have never considered an orb, now is a good time to research the idea
of getting one.
25% off any jewelry (or customed-made-for-you pieces) from website
www.drsmickjewelry.com
If you have only received Level One (Crystal Removal), we will offer Levels 2 and 3 for
the price of Level 2. (Again, go to the website to read about what they are.)
Because Level 27 has been so profound, we will continue to offer it at not only the
reduced rate of $530, but you can gift someone the second one.
If you are interested in any of the above at the reduced rate, let us know at
ldmickels@aol.com , you can pay using PayPal by going the website, click on payments, and
go to the bottom under Special Services Payment, put in the new price and what it is for. We
still accept credits cards and checks, also.
We are ending with a couple of quotes by Abraham:
Your inner Being is always guiding you toward what you are wanting. It is never
protecting you from something else.
You have sole ownership of your vision. And the Universe will give you what you
want within your vision. What happens with most people is that they muddy their
vision with “reality”. Their vision becomes full of not only what they want but what
everybody else thinks about what they want, too. Your work is to clarify and purify
your vision so that the vibration that you are offering can then be answered.

See you all soon!!!!
Much love to you…. Loren and Diane
ldmickels@aol.com

